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Abstract: Wildland fires are responsible for large socio-economic impacts. Fires affect the1

environment, damage structures, threaten lives, cause health issues, and involve large suppression2

costs. These impacts can be mitigated via accurate fire spread forecast to inform the incident3

management team. We show that a fire forecast system based on a numerical weather prediction4

(NWP) model coupled with a wildland fire behavior model can provide this forecast. This is illustrated5

with the Chimney Tops II wildland fire responsible for large socio-economic impacts. The system6

is run at high horizontal resolution (111 m) over the region affected by the fire to provide a fine7

representation of the terrain and fuel heterogeneities and explicitly resolve atmospheric turbulence.8

Our findings suggest that one can use the high spatial resolution winds, fire spread and smoke9

forecast to minimize the adverse impacts of wildland fires.10

Keywords: Operational forecast sytem; fire modeling; numerical weather prediction; high spatial11

reoslution; WRF-Fire12

1. Introduction13

Wildland fires produce large socio-economic impacts. Wildland fires affect the environment,14

damage structures, threaten lives, cause health issues, and involve large suppression costs. Accurate15

predictions of the fire spread [1].16

A wide rage of models exists to predict the spread of wildland fires [2–4]. The models range17

from physic-based models that resolve both the physics and chemistry of the fire spread, to empirical18

models that are based upon observational evidence to parameterize the fire behavior. The complexity19

of physical processes involved in the simulation ultimately determines the computational resources20

necessary to perform a fire simulation.21

From an operational point of view, there needs to be a balance between the physics included in22

the model, the accuracy, and the computational cost. Current computational resources are insufficient23

to perform real-time simulations using physics-based models that resolve combustion processes.24

Additionally, the physical mechanisms governing the spread of wildland fires are not completely25

understood [5], and the physics models ultimately rely on parameterizations to simulate certain aspects26

of the fire. On the other extreme, empirical models require low computational resources and have been27

shown to adequately predict the rates of fire spread even outside of the limits of the training datasets28

[6]. In between, there is a variety of models with quite diverse assumptions. In general, increasing the29

realism of the fire, weather, topography and its interactions should be beneficial [7]. In this direction,30

coupled atmosphere-fire models [8–10] provide a balance between the realism of the physical processes31

represented, and the computational cost required to run a simulation.32
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In spite of the potential of coupled atmosphere-fire models for fire spread forecasts, this kind33

of models are not used in fire management today. The standard practice is to drive a particular34

fire spread model with an external meteorological forecast. This is an efficient methodology but35

presents certain limitations. A first limitation is that operational models are not typically run at the36

fine scales that drive the fire behavior. Finer wind fields could be obtained using diagnostic models37

based on mass-conservation [11,12]. However, this kind of models would not increase much the38

temporal resolution of the meteorological forecasts (1 h approx.). Over the contiguous U.S. the finest39

meteorological forecasts available is the High Resolution Rapid Refresh (HRRR) model run by NOAA40

[13] at a grid spacing of 3 km. Although this horizontal resolution can be considered high for certain41

NWP applications, it is not sufficient to capture relevant terrain features over regions of complex42

topography, fuel heterogeneities, or the fine atmospheric scales of motion that drive the fire evolution.43

In addition, using an external meteorological forecast prevents one from accounting for fire-atmosphere44

feedbacks that have been shown of relevance at particular wildland fires [2,3].45

Here we show that a coupled atmosphere-fire operational fire prediction system running at46

fine horizontal grid spacing (111 m) to explicitly resolve atmospheric turbulence and to accurately47

represent topography and fuel characteristics, can provide meaningful real-time predictions to assist48

decision makers to minimize the impact of wildland fires. The coupled model is based on the49

Weather Research and forecasting (WRF) model [14], with a fire behavior model based on the Coupled50

Atmosphere-Wildland Fire Environment (CAWFE) model [8,15]. The coupled model referred to51

as WRF-Fire [10] is the basis of an operational fire prediction system that the National Center for52

Atmospheric Research (NCAR) is developing in collaboration with the Colorado Center of Excellence53

for Advanced Technology Aerial Firefighting (CoE). The Colorado fire prediction system (CO-FPS)54

will be the first operational system based on a coupled atmosphere-fire model.55

To illustrate how the forecasting system can be used to minimize the impact of wildland fires,56

we present simulations that could have been performed during the evolution of the Chimney Tops II57

fire. This fire is selected due to its large socio-economic impacts. The fire occurred in the Great Smoky58

Mountains National Park, Tennessee. It was first identified the 23 Nov 2016 at around 1730 LST in59

an abrupt region of the park. On 28 Nov 2016 the dry conditions and extreme winds led to a rapid60

intensification of the fire. The fire burned 17,140 Acres (purple solid line in Fig. 1a) and destroyed61

2,013 homes, 53 commercial structures and caused 14 fatalities. Our simulations of this fire show the62

value that high spatial resolution winds, fire spread and smoke forecast could bring to minimize the63

socio-economic impacts of wildland fires.64

2. Materials and Methods65

2.1. Chimney Tops II wildland fire66

The incident report, briefly summarized in this section, describes the management of the fire.67

On 23 November 2016, when the fire was discovered, firefighters hiked to the fire. The incident68

commander determined that a direct fight was not safe due to thick vegetation, abrupt terrain and69

darkness approaching. The next day, a containment area was set up to firefight the fire in better70

conditions. During this day and the following two, from the 24 to the 26, the fire grew slowly (from71

1.5 burned acres to 6 acres). On the 26, a four day forecast was requested from the U.S. Forest Service72

Rocky Mountain Research Station (RMRS). This forecast did not predict the rapid intensification of the73

fire. However, the situation changed on the 27. The weather conditions increased the fire activity and74

at the end of the day the fire had burned 35 acres. During this day helicopters dropped bucket drops75

to slow down the spread of the fire. During the night the wind speed increased. This wind event was76

forecasted to occur at 13 LST on the 28 but occurred during the night before, which was expected to77

be calm. There was no fire suppression activity during this night due to hazard conditions. On the78

morning of the 28 spot fires were discovered about 1.5 mile away, outside of the containment area (blue79

square in Fig 1a). Several hours later, at approximately 1130 LST, a new spot fire was discovered 1.580
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miles away from the park boundary (red square in Fig. 1a), and the winds increased during the course81

of the day. Shortly after 1700 LST the winds started taking down power lines which ignited some82

new fires in the city of Gatlinburg and part of the county. The city of Gatlinburg went from having no83

fires in the city at 1700 LST to having multiple active fires roughly an hour later. Around 1800 LST84

evacuations started in certain areas. In the extreme windy conditions the fire activity intensified. At85

around 2100 LST a message was sent to evacuate the Gatlinburg area. More than 14,000 people were86

evacuated. Fire activity started to subside with steady rain and diminishing winds on the 29 after 020087

LST.88

2.2. Simulations performed with the Colorado Fire Prediction System89

In order to represent the fine atmospheric scales that drive the fire propagation, CO-FPS configures90

WRF-Fire to simulate the atmospheric evolution at 111 m of grid spacing. To perform this fine scale91

simulations WRF-Fire downscales HRRR simulations performed by NOAA at 3 km horizontal grid92

spacing using two nested domains. The first domain has a horizontal grid spacing of 1 km and covers93

a region of 117 km by 117 km. This domain provides lateral boundary conditions to the second domain94

that covers a region of 13.0 km by 13.0 km using the target grid spacing of 111 m.95

A number of atmospheric processes are parameterized in WRF. These include both shortwave96

[16] and longwave [17] radiative transfer. Cloud microphysical processes are parameterized with the97

WRF single-moment six-class scheme [18] and land-atmosphere processes follow [19,20]. The surface98

layer parameterization is based on the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory [21]. The representation of99

turbulent mixing differs in the two domains. In domain 1, turbulence is parameterized based on the100

assumption of horizontal homogeneity [22] whereas in domain 2 turbulence is explicitly resolved with101

a large-eddy simulation closure [23,24]. This improved representation of turbulence is desirable to102

resolve the fine atmospheric scales that drive the fire module activated in this second domain.103

The fire model explicitly accounts for the effects of fire on atmospheric dynamics which, in turn,104

feedback to the fire behavior [10]. The process starts using the near surface winds from the atmospheric105

component to determine the rate of spread of the fire. The rate of spread is parameterized using106

Rothermel’s model [25]. The fire rate of spread is used to advance the fire perimeter, tracking the107

interface between the burning/burned regions and the unburned fuel with the level-set method [9].108

The original WRF-Fire algorithm has been improved by adding higher-order numerical schemes to109

solve the level-set and reinitialization equations [26]. Once a grid cell is ignited, the amount of fuel110

burned is calculated to provide feedback to the atmosphere via sensible and latent heat fluxes. The111

post-frontal heat release is parameterized following laboratory experiments [27,28] valid for the 13112

fuel-type categories of Anderson [29,30] which is the fuel classification used in WRF-Fire. To better113

account for fuel heterogeneities and topography, the fire grid is refined by a factor of four with respect114

to the atmospheric grid (i.e., 27.75 m). The interested reader is referred to [10,26] for a detailed115

description of the WRF-Fire model and the level set representation.116

To illustrate the potential of an operational coupled atmosphere-fire behavior prediction system117

we present simulations performed with a similar set up to what the CO-FPS will be.that a well trained118

fire analyst could have performed during the management of the Chimney Tops II fire event. The119

first simulation (SIM1) is a 3 day simulation starting on the 26th to match the prediction requested on120

that day by the firefighters to the RMRS. Two additional simulations (SIM2 and SIM3) are performed.121

These simulations are motivated by what a fire analyst could have expected based on the results of122

SIM1. Finally, two additional simulations (SPOT1 and SPOT2) are performed initializing the fire at the123

two fire spots identified during the 28 in the incident report (red and blue squares in Fig. 1). These two124

simulations provide information of the fire spread during the most rapid grow of the fire.125
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3. Results126

Results are divided in two sections. The first section describes the information that the simulations127

could have provided on Nov 26 (SIM1-3). The second section describes the simulations during Nov 28128

(SPOT1 and SPOT2), the day of the rapid intensification of the fire.129

3.1. Simulations on Nov 26130

The final fire perimeter from SIM1 valid at November 29 1400 LST did not predict the rapid131

intensification of the fire (black line in Fig. 1). This is similar to the forecast performed by RMRS that132

day to evaluate the potential danger of the fire.133

However, the simulation provides information which should have raised concerns about the134

potential risk of the fire. While the wind speed near the fire front and therefore fire spread were135

moderate, the mean wind speed is very high in the northern side of the fire perimeter (e.g., Fig.136

1b valid for the 29 at 1400 LST). This region was to the north of the US-441 road and outside of137

the containment area. If for some reason the fire would reach this region, the winds with prevailing138

northwestern direction would rapidly spread the fire towards the city of Gatlinburg. These inaccuracies139

could be due to limitations of a fire simulation model or to long-range spotting, which is neglected by140

the WRF-Fire model and was responsible for the ignition of at least one fire on the other side of the141

road (blue square in Fig. 1b).142

This potential fire hazard is further illustrated with the time series of the 10-m mean wind (Fig.143

2a). The mean wind speed over the simulated domain indicates that the intensification of the winds144

starts the afternoon of the 27, reaching significant winds during the night, and picking up to 16 m/s on145

the 28 at 1800 LST. This intensification is in agreement with the timing from the incident report. The146

mean wind direction indicates that the fire will propagate towards Gatlinburg. The simulated increase147

in temperatures and reduction in relative humidity (Fig 2b) aggravated the fire hazard on the 28.148

The previous analysis motivates a quantification of the fire impacts if, for some reason, the fire149

crosses the road and enters the region of high winds. The impact can be quantified by igniting new150

fires on the other side of the road. The points can be randomly selected on the basis of the mean wind151

speed and the fire perimeter (Fig. 1b). However, in the absence of a spotting model, a viable approach152

is to decide the ignition points based on instantaneous winds and smoke plume dispersion. This153

would account for potential spot fires which is what actually happened.154

Analysis of the vertically integrated smoke and the winds from SIM1 at different times were used155

to select two point ignitions (Fig. 3). The smoke plume shows its widest extent on Nov 28 at 0600 LST156

(Fig. 3a). The ignition points were selected within the region covered by the significant concentration157

smoke plume, which is the most likely region for spot fires, in combination with the high winds shown158

at 1200 LST at these locations (Fig. 3b). These two fire simulations (SIM2 and SIM3) were ignited at159

0600 LST when the smoke plume showed its widest extent (Fig. 3a).160

As expected, the final fire perimeters of SIM2 and SIM3 valid for Nov 29 at 14 LST reveal a larger161

burned area than SIM1 (Fig. 4a). The fire ignited in the slope of the mountain (blue square) shows a162

faster fire spread and it is more directed towards the city of Gatlinburg than the fire ignited closer to163

the valley (red square). Hence, these new simulations confirm the high fire hazard that could have164

been expected during the 28 if the fire crossed the US-441 road.165

3.2. Simulations on Nov 28166

On the morning of Nov 28 the first spot fire was identified (blue square in Fig. 1a). This spot fire167

is in the region with high winds identified in SIM1. If the impacts of fires ignited over this region with168

high winds would have been evaluated, SIM2 and SIM3, fire behavior analysis would have raised169

immediate concerns of the danger of the fire situation.170

A new fire simulation could have been performed with the correct time and location of the spot171

fire right after its detection. The SPOT1 simulation mimics the ignition of this fire on the morning of172
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Nov 28. The fire perimeter valid for Nov 29 at 1400 LST clearly shows the rapid intensification of the173

spot fire (Fig. 4b). Such fire behavior analysis could have provided important information for decision174

makers to raise warnings about possible expected hazardous conditions with more confidence.175

The identification of a second spot on Nov 28 at 1100 LST even closer to the city of Gatlinburg,176

based on such an analysis, would have increased the concerns of the fire situation. Based on the177

previous simulations (SIM1, SIM2 and SPOT1) this could have been an early warning of the potential178

danger for Gatlinburg citizens. A new simulation replicating the second spot fire (SPOT2) could then179

be launched after the identification of this new spot fire. The fire perimeter valid for Nov 29 at 1400180

LST indicates that this fire would reach the city of Gatlinburg (Fig. 4b).181

Fig. 4b shows the observed and simulated (SIM1, SPOT1, and SPOT2) fire perimeters valid for182

Nov 29 at 1400 LST. The combination of the simulated fire perimeters is within the observed burned183

region but of smaller dimension. However, the simulations only consider SPOT1 and SPOT2 and184

there were probably other spot fires that could have been simulated in real time. Actually, the fact that185

spotting was happening during the day would have been an indication that the real fire perimeters186

would have covered a larger region than the simulated ones. The fires originated by the downfall of187

power lines are not accounted for in the simulation and would have enlarged the burned area as well.188

4. Discussion189

The potential of a high resolution prediction system based on a coupled fire-atmosphere model,190

WRF-Fire, to aid in the analysis of fire behavior in case of a high impact fire, such as Chimney Tops191

II, has been examined. The high spatial resolution, 111 m, implies resolving atmospheric turbulence192

and a more accurate representation of topography and fuels. This has been shown critical for this193

particular case study wherein it has been illustrated how the high resolution wind fields and smoke194

can provide guidance on the potential evolution of the fire. Accounting for long-range spotting has195

been shown to be important, and we are exploring the implementation of appropriate spotting models196

in WRF-Fire in order to reduce human intervention in the fire forecast process.197

Operational fire spread forecasting systems do not currently couple the fire model to the198

atmosphere and thus rely on a previously existing weather forecast. The numerical weather prediction199

forecasts are typically run at 10 km for global models and around 1 km for regional models. For200

example, the highest resolution of an operational forecast over the Contiguous U.S. is the 3 km grid201

of the HRRR model. This resolution, although can be considered high, is insufficient to represent the202

winds and topography around complex terrain regions like the Chimney Tops II region. Models based203

on this external forecast would not be able to resolve the relevant interactions of topography with204

surface winds.205

The simulations herein presented run in a few hours in a workstation. Hence, they can be used206

by the fire management team in real time to assist them in the management of wildland fires. For207

example SPOT1 and SPOT2 simulations would have finished at around 1100 LST and 1700 LST. Upon208

completion of these simulations there would have been ample time to issue timely evacuation notice.209

Hence, the simulations could provide important and timely information to reduce impacts of wildland210

fires.211
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Figure 1. Left) Elevation around the Chimeney Tops II fire (shaded), region covered by the second
domain in the simultaions (dashed lines), and final fire perimeter (purple line). The urban areas are
highlighted in orange. Right) Near-surface wind speed from SIM1 valid at Novermber 29 1400 LST.
The final fire perimeter from SIM1 is also shown (black line).

Figure 2. Time series of the Wind speed (blue) and wind direction (red) averaged over the whole
simulated domain for SIM1 (a). The regional 2 m temperature (blue) and 2 m relative humidity (red)
time series are also shown (b).
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Figure 3. Smoke concentrations (white contour lines) from SIM1 at a) 600 AM and b) 12 PM in
November 28. The winds (arrows) and the wind speed (shaded) are also shown. Orange colors
represent no fuel categories such as the city of Gatlinburg in the northwest of the domain and US-441
road in the southeast.
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Figure 4. Fire perimeters (contour lines) at the end of the SPOT1 and SPOT2 simulations (a) as well as
at the end of SIM2 and SIM3 (b). Elevation is also shown (shaded).
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Abbreviations221

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:222

223

NWP numerical weather prediction
WRF Weather Research and Forecasting
CAWFE Coupled Atmosphere-Wildland Fire Environment
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research
NOAA National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration
CoE Colorado Center of Excellence for Advanced Technology Aerial Firefighting
RMRS Rocky Mountain Research Station
LST Local Standard Time
SIM1 First simulation
SIM2 Second simulation
SIM3 Third simulation
SPOT1 First additional simulation
SPOT2 Second additional simulation
HRRR High Resolution Rapid Represh
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